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 Ali & Sons Interiors Division, previously known as Al Sahel Interiors, has been in

operation since the year 2000. Within a span of Ten years, this division has

successfully completed a number of prestigious projects. While executing mega

projects, the company is well aware of the new-age client requirements.Precise

execution and on-time delivery determine Ali & Sons Interiors Division’s competitive

edge over other players within the construction industry. Each project is completed

with special attention to the minute details, which reflects the company’s passion

for quality. In fact, exceeding client expectations has always been the key focus of

the Division.Since its establishment, the company completed over numerous

prestigious projects. A team of experienced professionals ensures that the Division

in always on the cutting edge. With an uninterrupted supply of the finest materials

and human resources, the Division completes its projects according to the highest

level of quality.Prove in it to be highly competitive in terms of products and services

through various project accomplishments, Ali & Sons Contracting Company -

Interiors Division has expanded its department to cope with the ever - rising

demand in construction.We proudly introduce Décor & Joinery Department, having a                                                page 1 / 2



team of excellent young and dynamic professionals, utilizing the latest in design

and development and advanced machinery and situated in the industrial city of

Mussafah in Abu Dhabi specializes on the following:Wood worksDoors, Wardrobes,

Kitchens, Wall Panel, Counters, etc.Custom made furnitureExhibition Booths The

company’s success and stability is backed up with strength of intelligence,

expertise and application of the highest quality standards that enable us to achieve

recognitions from our specialized projects. Ali & Sons Interiors is committed to

ensure technical proficiency which is observed and practiced in every detail

executed, from the initial design to final construction of projects, we exhibit

creativity and on time delivery of products. 
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